
Nursery & Prep

1.	 Virtual Classrooms made the learning interesting!

Day Care 

2.	 ‘Fun with letter B’ activity was organized on July 10, 2020.

3.	 ‘Bake-a-Cake’ activity was conducted on July 18, 2020.

Nursery

4.	 ‘Welcome Activity’ was held on July 1, 2020.

5.	 ‘Green Colour Day’ was celebrated on July 11, 2020.

6.	 Sandwich Making activity was conducted to recapitulate ‘Square 
Shape’ on July 18, 2020.

Prep

7.	 ‘Show & Tell’ activity was organized on July 18, 2020.
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Taking the changes in our stride, we are happy to 
headway with teaching and learning through virtual 
classes. Grade Nursery and Prep started the online 
classes from July, 2020 with a daily 30 minutes session 
on Microsoft Teams. The sessions progress with the 
syllabus in a play way and interactive manner, that 
provides a conducive learning environment for our 
young dipsites. The classes are always abuzz with a lot 
of curricular and co-curricular activities. Zumba, Yoga, 
Dance and Aerobics sessions are aimed to focus on 
the health of our kids and keep them charged up for 
more. The online teaching has accelerated learning for 
our tiny tots, but only with help and support from the 
parents. It fills our hearts with pride to see the success 
of our online teaching in manoeuvring the children 
constructively through these difficult times!

Virtual Classrooms

B is for banana, B is for blue,
B is for birds, and babies, too!

To develop the recognition of letter B and its sound, 
Daycare Pearl planned an exciting session for the 
children on Microsoft Teams, on July 10, 2020. The 
activities like ‘Bread and Butter’, ‘Bounce the Ball’ 
and ‘Blue Balloon’ kept the children involved with 
their teachers throughout the class. The children were 
demonstrated about how to spread butter on the bread. 
They gleefully followed the instructions and relished the 
sandwiches made by them. The kids laughed and giggled 
when they were instructed to blow their blue balloons! 
The excitement was doubled when the teachers started 
bounce the ball activity. The kids were thrilled and their 
ball made them run all over their house during the 
activity. It was a fun filled day and the children learned 
the letter b in a playful manner!

Fun with Letter B
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Learning can be fun and the children can be taught 
the concepts beyond their books! To take this vision 
forward, Daycare Pearl virtually conducted ‘Bake-a-
Cake’ Activity on July 18, 2020, as an effort to recapitulate 
the recognition and sound of letter ‘C’. The children 
were well guided by the teachers and supervised by the 
parents in mixing and stirring the ingredients in their 
mugs. After preparing the batter, parents helped in 
baking the cake in the ovens. The little faces lit up with 
happiness to see their cake batter turned into delicious 
cakes and eagerly waited for it to cool down before they 
could scoop out some cake and relish it. It was indeed a 
wonderful session where the learning of letter ‘C’ was a 
time full of laughter and excitement!

Bake-a-Cake Activity

Nursery welcomed the children, on July 1, 2020, the first 
day of the school after the vacations, by having a lively 
session on Microsoft Teams. It was a fun interactive 
session wherein; the kids were eager to share the stories 
about their vacations. To add on more fun to the 
session, a welcome craft was planned by the teachers. 
Children made a ‘Teddy Bear’ craft under the guidance 
of their teachers and help from the parents. The teachers 
were glad to see the beaming faces of kids when they 
completed their craft and the children were elated to 
meet their teachers and classmates. It was a great way to 
get the children back to the curriculum and make them 
excited and intent for the coming days.

Goodbye Vacation! Hello to School!

Learning shapes is an important part of the curriculum 
as it helps the children to identify and organize visual 
information. To make every day learning process 
convivial, an online session of ‘Show and Tell Activity’ 
on the theme ‘Shape-o-Mania’ was organized for the 
kids of grade Prep on July 18, 2020. The children were 
excited to share their descriptive narration and waited 
eagerly for their turn. They beautifully summed up 
the knowledge given to them about shapes and made 
this virtual ‘Show & Tell’ session fruitful. The kids 
showed different objects of their favourite shape, made 
models and spoke few lines about it. Some children 
also recited rhymes related to the shape. The session 
was very interactive and helped our young learners to 
build their social, emotional and language skills.

Show and Tell
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To develop the recognition of the colour ‘Green’, grade 
Nursery celebrated ‘Green Colour Day’ on July 11, 
2020. It was a fun-filled day with a lot of activities. The 
children participated actively in ‘Sow a Seed to grow 
a Sapling’ activity. They filled their ceramic mugs, 
pots or disposable glasses with some soil, moisturized 
it and then sowed the green lentils/ whole green 
moong dal in the container. They watered the seeds 
affectionately and promised to nurture it with care 
and see it grow into a plant. This also instilled in the 
children love for Mother Nature and made them aware 
of their responsibility towards the environment. Their 
excitement saw no limits when the teachers sent them 
in-house certificates as a token of appreciation for this 
activity. The children also enjoyed paper dance during 
the course of this session. They had fun games and ran 
gleefully to collect things from the rooms during recap 
of the various concepts taught to them. Nothing can be 
more satisfying than looking at the smiling faces of the 
kids after the successful session.

Green Colour Day

“Give the pupils something to do, not something to learn, 
and the doing is of such a nature as to thinking, learning 
naturally results” -  - John Dewey

The impact of teaching sees no boundaries when the 
concepts taught are integrated into fun activities. 
Keeping this notion in mind, a ‘Square Sandwich 
Making’ activity was organized for the Nursery children 
on July 18, 2020. The parents were requested to provide 
for the simple ingredients and under their supervision 
the children independently made their square 
sandwiches. The teachers guided and instructed the kids 
to do this simple non- fire cooking. The children were 
delighted to see their sandwiches and excitedly flaunted 
their creation. They were overjoyed when they played 
an online ‘Bingo game’ during this session and jumped 
with excitement on slashing the numbers on the tickets. 
It was an interactive and thrilling time for the children 
and the recap of Square shape was done efficiently.

A Square Is Like A Box!


